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Library tales: Stranger 
things have happened
By Joe Cohen 
Staff Writer
During summer, the talk on 
campus was of a man who al­
legedly ejaculated on a sleeping 
woman in the Robert E. Ken­
nedy Library.
But officials say that during 
the library’s 10-year history, 
stranger things have happened 
in the five-story building.
Here are a few tales as told 
by library staffers.
THE POIY ROYAL FIRE 
“EXHTBIT.”
Reference Librarian Wayne 
Montgomery recalls talking to 
a student’s mother during Poly 
Royal one year. “She was as­
king where the chocolate 
strawberries were, where this 
was, where that was, what 
time is this event, what time is 
that, when her son busted in 
and yelled, ‘The building next 
door is on FIRE!’ ”
The mother replied, ‘We’ll 
see that later, but first, we’re 
going to the rodeo.’
IF COUCHES COULD 
TALK...
“A few years ago there used 
to be couches in the library,” 
said Library Billing Coor­
dinator Sharon Andresen, “and 
these couches could be 
squooshed together. Well, the
fifth floor is the darkest, and, 
one night, a security guard 
caught two people going at it. I 
guess it was the excitement of 
doing it with lots of people 
there.”
FRUIT BATS!
Flying fruit bats present an 
occasional hazard on the fifth 
floor.
“Nobody will do anything 
about them unless they attack 
anybody,” Circulation Super­
visor Jean Gordon said, “so 
usually we just open the win­
dows and let them out.”
WHEN HORMONES GO 
ASTRAY.
Gordon said last summer 
may not have been the first 
time somebody has used the 
resources of the library as a 
means of sexual release.
Gordon said anatomy, biol­
ogy and other sex books are 
often returned in less than 
their original pristine condi­
tion.
HELL HATH NO FURY 
LIKE A STRESSED-OUT 
STUDENT.
Andreson told a story of 
when she came to open the 
library doors thinking she was 
an hour early. Forgetting it 
was finals week, she was ac­
tually an hour late.
Sec LIBRARY TALES, page 14
BIA raises Farmer’s rates
Vendors pay more for space at Thursday night activity
By Kevin Dalrymple
Staff Writer____________
Georgia Sanford will be on the 
street a t Farm er’s Market 
tonight, distributing Socialist 
Party literature just as she has 
been for the past seven years.
But because of a $5 fee in­
crease for non-profit tables im­
posed by the San Luis Obispo 
Business Improvement Associa­
tion, next Thursday might be a 
different story.
In the face of the new fee of 
$10, effective tonight, Sanford 
won’t be able to continue dis­
tributing her information and 
buttons promoting feminism, 
peace and the environment.
Sanford is working tonight 
only because she received a $10 
donation for her first week in Oc­
tober. “But I don’t expect those 
donations to continue,” she said.
According to the Business Im­
provement Association, the non­
profit group rep resen tin g  
downtown businesses, the fee in­
crease is sorely needed.
Jenny Duval, BIA’s Thursday 
night activities coordinator, said 
that the cost of running Farmer’s 
Market — which includes gar­
bage service, barricade closure 
costs and promotion — increased
by $8,000 this year.
The BIA raised non-profit 
booth rates to pay for the in­
crease. The BIA also hiked space 
fees for barbecue stands by 5 per­
cent to 16 cents per square-foot.
Duval said that before propos­
ing any increases, the BIA com-
“T h e  n o n -p ro fit g ro u p s  
s h o u ld n ’t pay  
a n y th in g .
T h e y ’re  not m aking  
a n y  m o n e y .”
Michael Frucht, 
owner, Michael’s 
Restaurant
pared their fees to similar 
markets in the county. “We found 
that we charged significantly 
less for vendors to be on the 
street,” she said.
On Sept. 1, the City Council 
voted 3-2 to approve the fee in­
crease.
Bill Roalman voted against 
the rate rescheduling and sug­
gested an across-the-board fee
increase based on the square 
footage a stand occupies.
“The costs being paid by non­
profit groups were unfairly high 
in comparison to the costs for 
barbecuers,” Roalman said.
But San Luis Obispo mayor 
Ron Dunin said that since 
Farmer’s Market is a BIA ac­
tivity, “they have the right to run 
this, and since costs have risen, 
they Imve the right to raise fees.”
BIA’s operation of Farmer’s 
Market — and the fee increase 
. — came under attack even at a 
* recent Farmer’s Market.
Annette Amir, operator of the 
Atheists United booth, said the 
■fee increase will put the pinch on 
her as well.
“It’s rare that donations cover 
the costs of copies,” she said. “Ilfs 
going to kill us.”
“What they’re charging bar­
becuers is nothing,” Amir said, 
watching smoke waft over 
Higuera Street.
Barbecue operator Michael 
Frucht, who owns Michael’s Res­
taurant downtown, offered a 
similar view.
“The non-profit groups 
shouldn’t pay anything,” Frucht 
said. “They’re not making any
See FARMER’S, page 11
SLO mayor candidates meet
Business experience, state water 
concerns lead discussion at forum
By Kevin Dalrymple
Staff Writer __________
In a pitch Tuesday to retirees 
at The Village apartment com­
plex in San Luis Obispo, the four 
candidates for city mayor offered 
their versions of the city’s future 
in an hour-long forum.
Jerry Reiss and Penny Rappa 
described their abilities to build 
consensus in city government.
Peg Pinard said she was a 
problem solver who looked for 
citizen input.
And Cal Massey, the only 
non-City Council member of the 
four, expressed his desire to see 
San Luis Obispo return to God 
and Biblical principles.
The forum offered each can­
didate short opening statements 
and a longer concluding state­
ment to explain why they felt 
they were most qualified to be 
mayor. Sandwiched between was 
a question-and-answer session.
Norma Ihggart, activity direc­
tor for The Village, which houses 
about 110 people, said the pur­
pose of the event was to have all 
the candidates present at one 
time.
“This gives our residents a 
chance to compare,” she said.
What they had to compare 
were the responses of the four to 
several questions, beginning
with the issue of state water.
Pinard said state water would 
destroy the Sacramento River 
Delta.
“Thking water from up-state 
to serve our needs is not the kind 
of mentality needed now,” she 
said.
Resident Barbara Howell 
agreed with Pinard’s statement. 
“I was impressed with (Pinard) 
for not wanting to use California 
for our sake,” she said.
Massey favored expanding 
water resources, but had not yet
made a decision.
Rappa told the audience state 
water would be on the ballot, and 
that the pipeline would come 
within inches of the Santa Mar­
garita Reservoir. “Educate your­
self about state water. It’s a 
piece of the pie, not the whole 
pie,” she said.
Reiss said he supported state 
water, and added that he favors 
any water source that would not 
overly increase costs.
Reiss and Massey, and to a 
le sse r ex ten t Rappa, all 
proclaimed strong business sense 
in their approach to government.
See CANDIDATES, page 13
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Going to pot
The crusade to legalize marijuana 
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Japan nuclear plant shuts 
down after 3 pump failures
TOKYO (AP) — Operators at a nuclear power plant 
mistakenly flipped a switch that caused three of a reac­
tor’s cooling pumps to fail, activating a final defense sys­
tem to prevent a core meltdown, a nuclear official said 
today.
No radiation was released in Tuesday’s emergency 
shutdown at the plant in Fukushima prefecture, about 70 
miles northwest of Tokyo, said Tokyo Electric Power Co.
The incident was the first shutdown using the emer­
gency core cooling^ystem since Japan’s worst nuclear ac­
cident at Mihama in February 1991, when a small 
amount of radioactivity was released into the atmos­
phere.
The emergency system, the last reliable defense 
against a core meltdown, pours cooling water onto 
nuclear fuel rods to prevent them from reaching 
dangerously high temperatures.
In Washington, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
was monitoring the incident in Japan, and an NRC 
spokesman, Frank Ingram, said the agency would have 
no comment until more was known about it.
Tbkyo Electric was initially reluctant to acknowledge 
that the emergency system had been triggered at the 
Fukushima Nuclear Plant, prompting sharp questions 
from local officials. It did not say whether the reactor had 
been damaged.
A spokesman for Tokyo Electric said the plant’s No. 1 
reactor automatically shut down at 3:31 p.m. Tuesday 
after three pumps failed — two that condense steam for 
recycling into the cooling system and another that pushes 
water into the reactor.
The shutdown was caused by plant operators who mis­
takenly flipped a switch informing the plant’s control 
computer that a backup water pump was operating when 
it actually was not, said Ryuko Fujii, chief of the Minis­
try of International Trade and Industry’s nuclear safety 
division.
The computer then automatically shut off another 
pump, leaving only one supplying water to the reactor’s 
cooling system.
The insufficient supply of water to cool the reactor 
then caused another group of pumps to fail, Fujii said.
^ N a t i o n
Congress adopts D.C. bill 
without abortion language
WASHINGTON (AP) — The District of Columbia 
would not be allowed to use any tax dollars — local or 
federal — to pay for abortions for poor women under com­
promise legislation adopted by Congn'ess today.
The reworked spending bill was passed by a 230-160 
vote in the House. Less than an hour later, the Senate 
took similar action on a voice vote. The spending plan 
stipulates that neither district nor federal funding could 
be used to implement the D.C. Health Care Expansion 
Act.
That act also would have allowed unmarried 
municipal workers to extend their insurance coverages to 
registered domestic partners who are not relatives.
President Bush earlier today vetoed the appropria­
tions bill because of the abortion provision.
“As a nation, we must protect the unborn,” the presi­
dent said in his veto message. It was the 35th veto of his 
presidency; none have been overridden by Congress.
Bush was expected to sign the revised bill. The dis­
trict’s budget year begins on Thursday.
D.C. officials ... 6th graf
New law would allow strip 
mining in national forests
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Interior Department is 
preparing to issue policy changes that would allow mini­
ng companies to strip mine in national forests or even in 
some sections of national parks, officials said today.
But Interior spokesman Steven Goldstein insisted 
that under the new policy, the government would main­
tain the option of buying up mining rights, and would do 
so whenever the issue involves national park lands.
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan “has stated he will 
not p>ermit strip mining in national parks regardless of 
the outcome of any final regulation,” said Goldstein.
The spokesman said the issue would involve less than 
1 percent of the protected lands under the federal park 
system. And in each case it would be anticipated that a 
purchaise of mineral rights or land exchange could be 
negotiated, he said.
Those who can’t pay won’t 
be treated at S.F. hospital
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — People living in nine 
Northern California counties won’t be able to use San 
Francisco (General Hospital’s poison control center after 
Oct. 15 unless they can help pay for the service, officials 
said.
Last year, the center’s staff of poison information ex­
perts handled more than 68,000 calls from San Francisco 
and the other counties. In 70 percent of the cases, the 
center provided all the medical advice needed at a cost of 
about $20 a call.
But Dr. Thomas Kearney, the center’s director, said 
the reduction is now necessary because Gov. Wilson over 
the weekend vetoed legislation to require drug and 
chemical companies to pay part of the center’s costs.
The state Legislature also has cut $1.6 million in state 
funds for four regional poison control centers, including 
the one at San Francisco General.
Dr. Raymond Baxter, head of the city’s Department of 
Public Health, last week informed Alameda, Contra 
Costa, Del Norte, Humboldt, Marin, Mendocino, Napa, 
San Mateo and Sonoma counties they must help pay for 
the service.
He told them they must come up with more than 
$667,000 to support the center or that their emergency 
calls would be blocked.
California Perot volunteers 
urge their man to join race
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Ventura engineer Bob 
Hayden, California coordinator of independent Ross 
Perot’s presidential campaign, says he will tell Perot that 
his California volunteers still want him to run.
In a conference telephone call Tuesday evening with 
160 volunteers in Perot headquarters in six California 
cities, Hayden reviewed 52 pages of his notes from the 
Monday meetings with Perot.
Hayden said Perot assured the state coordinators that 
“If everybody wants me back in the race, needs me as 
their candidate, I will run.”
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• Applications accepted beginning 
Monday, Sept. 28
• Application deadline Friday, Oct. 30
• An Employment Information Session 
will be held Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 7p.m. 
in Chumash 207
• Interviews conducted from Nov. 2 until 
Nov. 13
• All applicants will be notified of their 
status by Friday, Nov. 20
• Employment Orientation begins the 
week of Nov. 30
Cal Poly Recreational Sports 
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ertcourages applications 
from women, persons of 
color, persons of disability, 
and individuals from other 
underrepresented groups.
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Poly group tries to form educational cannabis club
By Anita Kreile
Staff Writer_______ ‘Hemp for Victory’ to promote benefits of hemp plant
Cannabis. Hemp. Marijuana.
Is it an illicit narcotic or the 
world’s most valuable resource? 
Should it be legalized? Is it safe 
to say you think it should?
On Monday, Christine Peral­
ta, president of the Parent-“ 
Teacher Association at C.L. 
Smith Elem entary School, 
resigned under pressure after 
voicing her support for the 
decriminalization of hemp.
Throughout the city and the 
Cal Poly campus, marijuana is 
once again becoming a hot topic.
Last week, the “Hemp For 
Victory” club was founded at Cal 
Poly. Not yet official, the club is 
still searching for a faculty ad­
viser.
Club founder James Perry 
said he was motivated by the in­
formation he found in “The 
Emperor Wears No Clothes,” a 
book by Jack Herer which docu­
ments the history of hemp in the 
United States.
Perry said the purpose of 
“Hemp For Victory” is to educate 
people on the commercial uses of 
the hemp plant. He said he hopes 
the club’s work will aid in the ef­
fort to amend marijuana laws 
and rekindle the once vital hemp 
industry.
Cal Poly crop science profes­
sor Ed Seim said, “Hemp was a 
useful commodity in the 1930s 
and 1940s.
“The plant certainly has some 
potential, as well as some inter-
“M ost p eo p le  are  
a g a in s t c h an g e  o f 
an y  sort, an d  th is  
w o u ld  be a big  
c h a n g e .”
Matt Novak, 
English professor
esting qualities, such as adap­
tability,” he said.
A'^cording to Herer’s book, a 
multitude of products, ranging 
fi'om sailcloth to medicine, are all 
documented as either historical 
or potential uses for the plant.
Perry said that before decid­
ing to establish the Hemp club 
he was busy scattering his ener­
gy between various environmen­
tal causes. He finally decided to 
concentrate his energy on the 
hemp cause.
“I saw one plant that could 
make a significant impact on our 
environment in one step,” he 
said.
One of Perry’s means of 
spreading the word involves a 
cooperative effort with the 
United Campus Coalition, a 
group that helps pro-hemp clubs 
form on college campuses and 
networks them throughout the 
state.
Coalition founder Marco 
Vegezzi said he is planning to be 
in the University Union today to 
speak to students about hemp’s 
commercial value and encourage 
activism in the new hemp club.
The coalition makes Herer’s 
book and the 1942 U.S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture’s video 
“Hemp For Victory” available to 
college libraries.
The video shows farmers how 
to grow hemp as part of a 
government program to en­
courage domestic hemp cultiva­
tion at a time when when foreign 
supplies were disrupted during 
World War II.
Perry said that in addition to 
supplying reference material, the 
hemp club hopes to sponsor 
speakers and public screenings 
of “Hemp For Victory.”
Despite its many uses, hemp 
continues to be a controversial 
commodity.
“I have nothing against
hemp,” Seim said, “but I question 
why people want to promote it 
and not other crops.”
Seim feels there are many 
other plants that show promise 
and merit research as well.
“I q u e s tio n  w h y  
p eo p le  w an t to  
p ro m o te  it and  
not o th e r c ro p s .”
Ed Seim, 
Crop science professor
“We should take a scientific 
approach to all research and 
make intelligent decisions based 
on that information. It shouldn’t 
be p>olitical,” he said.
Seim said the U.S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture would 
receive criticism for issuing a 
marijuana research grant, “espe­
cially with the current budget 
situation.”
He said he doesn’t think that 
it would be very easy for society 
to separate hemp’s commercial 
use from its use as a drug.
Are the two positions, hemp 
as drug versus hemp as com­
modity, in conflict? Should the
fear of one necessarily prevent 
acceptance of the other?
Matthew Novak, a Cal Poly 
English professor, said the two 
uses for the plant are “exclusive.”
Novak, who said he is con­
sidering becoming an adviser to 
the Poly chapter of 'Hemp For 
Victory, said people should “con­
sider why we have two plants; 
one, tobacco, which we subsidize, 
and another, hemp, which is il­
legal. I think that should be ex­
plored.”
But Novak said society isn’t 
ready for the legalization of 
hemp.
“Most people are against 
change of any sort and this 
would be a big change they aren’t 
likely to accept,” he said.
Susan Ford, who coordinates 
drug abuse programs at the Cal 
Poly Health Center, supports the 
formation of the new club.
“We are anti-abuse,” she said. 
“We don’t support drugs, because 
they are illegal. But we aren’t 
against anything. We are for al- 
.ternatives.”
* Ford said she doesn’t think in­
vestigating commercial uses of 
hemp will necessarily encourage 
its use as a drug.
“I encourage students to ques­
tion all of the aspects of their 
lives so they can make informed 
decisions,” she said. “Hopefully 
theyHl figure out new ways to be 
naturally and legally intoxicated 
while they’re finding new uses 
for the old intoxicants.”
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Your ballot could 
be deciding vote
“What’s the difference? 
One vote doesn’t count 
anyway.”
How many of you have 
ever contem plated not 
voting, or don’t vote, on the 
basis of the above assertion?
I think we have all felt this 
kind of frustration at one 
point or another. The truth 
Is though: each vote does 
:ount.
Consider the following: In 
1649, one vote caused Char­
les I of England to be ex­
ecuted. In 1868, one vote 
caved President Andrew 
Johnson from impeachment. 
In 1923, one vote gave 
Adolph Hitler leadership of 
the Nazi Party. Granted few 
elections are this close, but 
this still does not undermine 
the importance of voting in 
each and every election. You 
• •ould feasibly be the one 
/ote that alters a major 
lecision.
As an individual, your 
vote is the exercising of a 
right and privilege that 
many others in the world 
would and have died for. As 
a group, students, we hold 
power as a significant block 
of the population. Our voice, 
despite varying ideologies 
Nvithin that voice, still has 
commonalities because we 
are all students and hopeful­
ly value education, our en­
vironment, and our com­
munity. If we all vote, we 
become a priority. We will 
become a constituency that 
must be listened to. Tbiis is 
true for all groups of people.
This year it is especially 
vital to exercise that voice, 
whatever your political 
stance and whoever you sup­
port. Elections at every level 
will profoundly and drasti- 
rally influence the future.
Register to vote, educate 
you views, and use this right 
you have been given to 
sound your beliefs on Nov. 3. 
And remember: each vote 
does count.
Brent Petersen 
Political Science
Correction:
On Wednesday, Mustang Daily 
mistakenly reported congressional 
candidate Gloria Ochoa as saying 
her opponent, incumbent Michael 
HuHington, had spent $3 4 billion 
on his primary campaign The 
actual figure was $3 4 million 
Mustang Daily apologizes for the 
error
Clarification:
In last Friday's issue, it should be 
pointed out that a response by an 
off campus ambulance would not 
incur a charge, however, students 
j would be billed should they 
1 actually be transported by off 
campus ambulance services
C O M M E N T A R Y
Things that make you go WOW
By Tom Pinkston
Should the “Week of Welcome* 
club be identified as a political 
group or religious organization? 
At least that way you’d know 
what you’re signing up for, 
w ow ’s adviser is a state paid 
government employee, whose job 
it is to ensure that everything is 
within University policy and 
remains neutral (balanced) on 
political and moralfreligious is­
sues. Has WOW found a way to 
get around this?
I sat in on the social aware­
ness presentation for parents on 
Monday, Sept. 14. Then I com­
plained to three members on 
WOW executive board. They per­
m itted me to a ttend  the 
Thursday afternoon seminar on 
“Homophobia,* but I had to 
promise to go alone. They would 
not allow anyone to go with me 
because “those wowies are so im­
pressionable and might be in­
timidated and influenced by 
older students.” Apparently, they 
know that full well. Thankfully, I 
took a tape recorder with me and 
have a unedited version of the 
event. Now I’d like to ask a few 
questions.
Is homosexuality a current 
political issue? What are some 
different moral/religious stances 
on this topic? Unfortunately, one 
side was given a tremendous 
platform, and all others were 
silenced by WOW. Someone else 
might have suggested that 
homosexual behavior is a 
problem in itself, not just how we 
are to refer to the homosexual in 
the politically correct way.
Should we expect a balanced 
presentation from the Gay, Les­
bian & Bisexual Student Union? 
They are the ones who put 
ti^ether the seminar. They an­
nounced to the audience when 
and where they meet, and were 
actively recruiting for their club. 
For a club with a meeting room 
with a capacity of 20, how did 
they get so much influence? Is 
there someone from WOW who is 
also in GLBU that could have in­
itiated a conflict of interest?
Don’t you think that the term 
“homophobia” is oppressive? 
Could this term be used as a 
label for name calling, and as an 
emotional attack against any 
who dissent? I’ve met many 
wowies who were offended, and 
others who insist that their 
parents would be outraged! I 
commend the few who had the 
courage not to be intimidated. By 
standing up and challenging 
something that’s wrong you 
showed great maturity!
WOW certainly has no bu,si- 
ness addressing moral issues 
anyway. Can WOW tell anyone 
what’s right after explaining that 
“what you believe is true for you, 
but what we believe is true for 
us”? That’s the kind of nonsense 
that justifies a Hitler (15 million 
victims) or n Stalin (30-60 mil­
lion victims). Date rape (another 
seminar) becomes perfectly fine 
for the rapist who believes sin­
a a o >7W0 s » a u - n o t
cerely that rape is good. Please 
don’t help us usher in the day in 
America where evil becomes a 
virtue.
In what should have been a 
broad-minded, pluralistic and 
politically neutral discussion, 
WOW was clearly censoring and 
intolerant in imposing their 
views. Attendance by WOW was 
taken at the door, ensuring that 
each pliable wowie mind could be 
accounted for (Parents were told 
that those groups missing would 
“be dealt with”).
What sort of political issues 
can we avoid talking sibout from 
a man discharged from the 
military, an atheist lesbian 
formerly in ROTC, and a 36- 
year-old man living with his 
“lover” while raising his kids?
WOW, you are responsible for 
your entire program and it’s con­
tents. Don’t give us a lame ex­
cuse like, “We can’t help what 
questions the wowies ask.” In the 
session I attended, the first three 
or four questions were from the 
purple-shirted counselors. You’ve 
been rehearsing this since last 
spring!
WOW invited Stewart Claude 
to “moderate” a 50-minute dis­
cussion. Stewart identified him­
self as the “liaison between the 
gay and lesbian community and 
the campus and the club here.” 
He went on to tell me, “I was 
here and a big part of the sexual 
orientation initiative that we 
tried to pass here. I met with 
[California Legislative As­
s e m b ly w o m a n ]  A n d re a
Seastrand, and got nowhere with 
her, and last night the gay com­
munity actually met with the 
City Council, people running for 
mayor, people running for for 
City Council, the congress...”
To paraphrase the rest of our 
openly recorded conversation, 
Stewart agreed with me that this 
had been a great opportunity to 
present his agenda and just 
point of view.
Where was a representative 
from ROTC or the military to ex­
plain their policies? Weren’t they 
entitled to defend the accusation 
of being homophobic and dis­
criminating? Where was some­
one to explain why the City 
Council voted against the or­
dinance on March 3? Could we 
have had just one voice from the 
defendants in our Q&I (question 
and indoctrination) time?
Seastrand sent me the bill 
text to AB 101. Pive-year City 
Councilman Jerry Reiss dis­
cussed local issues with me for 
about 40 minutes. He explained 
that SLCTs defeated ordinance 
tried to put homosexuals on 
equal ground with “other 
minority groups” for rights in the 
workplace, housing, etc. The city 
already has antidiscrimination 
laws that are sufficient, but 
homosexuals wanted this plat­
form for future political advan­
ces. It was the opinion of the City 
Council that it was not in the 
city’s best interest to be a haven 
for homosexuals like Laguna or 
San Francisco. They knew that 
the ordinance would be divisive
to the community.
Councilman ^ i s s  pointed out 
that the homosexuals are few, 
but they are organized and loud. 
They will not accept defeat, but 
will work hard to get their can­
didates elected in November. 
Reiss is VERY concerned about 
what’s been going on at Cal Poly 
with WOW. He knows that if stu­
dents were more organized they 
would be influential in UkhI 
politics. Is Stewart Claude the 
liaison for your sympathetic 
vote?
Do people looking for political 
power do random, thoughtless 
things? No, they are planned. 
First, expose campus with a 
one-sided “we’re the victims, 
they are intolerant” message. 
Next, make a big push to register 
students to vote. Then label and 
portray candidates as good or 
bad based on this divisive issue. 
Please don’t be intimidated. Vote 
with wisdom and discretion.
Is it possible that some are 
abusing their positions of trust 
and influence? Why was a moral­
ly and politically biased program 
given? Should WOW and the 
University be held accountable 
and responsible?
Tom Pinkston works on cam­
pus as an adviser for the Campus 
Crusade for Christ, and is also 
the alumni adviser for Delta Up­
silon Fraternity.
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Hero has impact on AIDS virus
Magic returns to NBA, puts a face on deadly disease
Magic Johnson has come full’ 
circle.
With him on his journey, the 
NBA star has brought millions to 
a better xmderstanding of AIDS. 
He has put a human face and a 
hero’s stature to work, whether 
addressing the president or folks 
tuned in to Arsenio Hall.
Even in announcing Tuesday 
that he would return to playing 
his beloved basketball for the 
Los Angeles Lakers, Johnson 
added a new dimension to the 
disease: one of hope, the promise 
of living a relatively healthy life.
And yet, for all his commit­
ment and impact, the AIDS virus 
has continued to spread among 
the teenage and heterosexual 
population that activists most 
fervently want Johnson to reach.
It’s not that his warnings 
haven’t been heard. Even the 
toughest kids on inner-city 
courts dropped the bravado and 
shed a few tears when this star 
they call “Magic” unexpectedly 
retired last November.
“Up ’til then, a lot of people 
saw him as untouchable. It was 
his stand that made a lot of us 
finally realize that everyone is 
mortal,” Greg Allen, a 28-year- 
old New Yorker, said Wednesday.
“He made all kinds of people 
— but the black community espe­
cially — wake up and see that 
it’s not only prostitutes and gays 
and drug-users who get AIDS,” 
said Allen’s finend Elizabeth 
Middleton, 22.
No question that people lis­
tened. No question that Johnson 
has promoted safe sex and 
helped destigm atize AIDS 
through his public appearances, 
video and book, and through his 
play with the U.S. Olympic 
“Dream Team” and work on the 
presidential AIDS commission 
from which he resigned in 
protest last week.
you’re talking teenagers,” said 
Ronald Colby, an Indiana prin­
cipal who has worked closely 
with AIDS education since the 
days when Ryan White was 
among his students.
“When the announcement 
first came out, that made an im­
mediate impact. My gosh, here 
we have one of our heroes struck 
with this no-win disease,” Colby 
said. “My problem in working 
with young people is that the im­
pacts don’t seem to stick around 
very long.”
While the spread of AIDS has 
s te a d i ly  s lo w ed  am ong  
homosexuals and drug-abusers, 
the spiral has continued upward 
among teenagers and adult 
heterosexuals, according to the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control.
Because of the virus’ incuba­
tion period, which may be 10 
years, the impact of Johnson’s ef­
forts may not be felt for years. 
But the early result aren’t par­
ticularly encouraging: Over the 
12 months ended in June 1992, 
the most recent period for which 
statistics are available, the num­
ber of cases reported among 
heterosexual adolescents and 
adults rose to 3,855, up 1 percent 
from the previous year.
“It’s hard to make kids really 
change their lifestyles. And in a 
strange way. Magic Johnson is a 
bit of a double-edged sword,” said 
Colby, whose AIDS education 
curriculum was among the ear­
liest.
“I had one young boy say to 
me, Tf AIDS is so bad, then why 
is Magic still looking so good. Is 
this thing really as bad as you’re 
telling me?’ And all I can say is 
that there is no cure, and hope 
that he’s listening.”
Carlton Batts and his friends 
are just glad Johnson is looking 
so well and feeling good enough 
to resume his NBA career. He’slEYClEMJX&EXPENSIVEADMINISTRATORS
#
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all for watching this guy with the 
1,000-watt smile do more than 
warn people about the dangers of 
drug use, promiscuity and un­
protected sex.
“He’s also showing people that 
you don’t have to be afraid of 
AIDS. You’re not going to get it if 
you shake hands with someone 
or give them a hug,” said Batts. 
“He’s showing that AIDS doesn’t 
have to deter you.”
Not that it’s candy-coated. 
Above all, Johnson has been uni­
quely forthright and honest 
about his illness, the risks and 
ravages of AIDS.
“He’s made the disease acces­
sible without watering it down,” 
Batts said. “He’s presented AIDS 
as it really is.”
Ultimately, it would be silly to 
think that one man — no matter 
how well known or respected — 
can alter America’s behavior by 
his example alone.
But activists said Johnson’s 
openness, stature as a sports 
star and not inconsiderable 
charm have brought the HIV 
virus out of the closet and into 
the mainstream.
“Someone who is not iden­
tified as being gay or as an IV 
drug user has come forward with 
a disclosure of being HIV posi­
tive. That in itself is a major, 
major breakthrough,” said Bill 
Cannon, outreach coordinator for 
the adolescent AIDS project at 
Montefiore Medical Center in the 
Bronx.
“But it’s going to take a lot 
more to turn the tide. It’s going 
to take a monumental effort on a 
number of levels: at home, in the 
schools, in communities,” he 
said. “No one can do it alone. Not 
even Magic Johnson.”
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If You Speak This Languie
Speak Tb Us.
To certain people, this isn't just a list of 
symbols. It's a work of art. It's where cool 
technology starts. And eventually changes 
the world.
You see the beauty in a piece of optimized 
code. We do too. Which is why we created 
the optimum env ironment to make it happen, 
giving you autonomy and authority without 
layers of management.
At Microsoft, we respect talented people
who do creative things with code. And can 
use it to build innovative products that 
improve the way people work.
If that sounds like your idea of a great 
environment, .see us. You'll find that we 
speak your language.
Come find out more about Microsoft by 
attending our upcoming event.
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer and supports workforce diversity.
MUcmsoft
Interviewing for Software Design Engineer
in Test Co-op Positions •  Thursday, October 29,1992. Resumes 
due to the Co-op Office 10/12. See Co-op Office for more details. Miciom'U n is .1 regtsU'ied tr.klcin.iik ot Miciosoll ( oit'oialio
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ASI Concerts nets Toad for show in Chumash
ASI Concerts begins season of changes with sold-out show by Toad the Wet Sprocket
By Julia Greenberg
Staff Writer
ASI Concerts announces its 
first sold-out performance of 
the year. Ibad the Wet Sprock­
et, a Central Coast favorite, 
will appear Saturday, October 
3rd at Chumash Auditorium.
Tbad fans old and new won’t 
be disappointed as the four “in- 
te l l ig e n t ,  s e lf -e f fa c in g  
musicians” from Santa Barbara 
brandish sounds from their 
new album “Fear.”
Glen Phillips, one of the 
group’s vocalists and writer of 
the band’s lyrics said, “These 
songs are simply a reflection of 
our lives.”
Songs from “Fear” have 
made it onto the playlists of 
both college and '^ p  40 sta­
tions.
“We’ve been billed as being 
kind of alternative, but I don’t 
know if that’s really accurate,” 
Toad vocalist and guitarist 
Tbdd Nichols said of the band’s 
music. “Our music is an alter­
native to normal Tbp 40, but 
other than that...I’d just say 
that the way we’ve recorded 
has maybe been alternative.”
Appearing with Tbad the 
Wet Sprocket is Marvin, who
has been compared by Rolling 
Stone magazine to Dylan, 
Cohen and Lennon.
Previously with Lone Jus­
tice, Marvin released his debut 
“The Mandolin Man” in 1990 
and recently “Bone,” which con­
tains ballads produced with 
various electric mandolins and 
guitars.
Saturday night’s sold-out 
show marks the beginning of a 
year of changes for ASI Con­
certs.
“We have some new things 
we’re going to try this year,” 
said Melissa Burnley, this 
year’s ASI Concerts chairper­
son. “We have a large list of 
avails (bands usually available 
to play at campuses) that we’re 
scaling down to popular op­
tions.”
Burnley said the group 
hopes to increase its member­
ship “so we can serve Cal Poly 
better. The more manpower we 
have, the more publicity we can 
generate for concerts, and the 
more surveys we can take to 
see what bands the campus 
wants to hear.”
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Toad th e  W ét S p ro c k e t h e a d lin e s  a s o ld -o u t s h o w  in C h u m as h  O ct. 3.
Burnley also said ASI Con­
certs will be using its own 
sound and lighting this year.
Previously, ASI Concerts 
would take bids from local con­
tractors to do this.
By using their own sound 
and lighting, Burnley said ASI 
Concerts can keep production 
costs down and ultimately keep
ticket costs down.
ASI Concerts is dated to 
move to a larger office in the 
new Rec Center in November.
Monks of Doom play double bill at Loco Ranchero
Monks are supporting their new^  release while Miracle Legion plays SLO for the first time
B y Anita Kreile
Staff Writer
Playing music that has been 
described as “psychedelic jazz 
from an Armenian surf colony,”
the Monks Of Doom are coming 
to Loco Ranchero tonight in a 
double billing with Miracle 
Legion.
The band is touring in support 
of its latest and third release for
the year, “forgery.”
The Monks call “forgery” part 
of a recorded continuum whose 
predominant unifying quality is 
diversity.
That said, what do they sound
like?
Monks g u ita r is t  David 
Immergluch described the band 
a s  “ Y es m e e t s  t h e  
Ven tures... traditional Martian 
dance music.”
“Of the two bands 
spawned by Camper 
Van Beethoven, I 
think the Monks are 
the better band.”
Ken Kaplan, KCPR
m.
PHOTO BY IRENE YOUNG
M o n k s  of D oo m  p la y  Loco  R a n ch ero  to n ig h t in a do u b le  b ill w ith  M irac le  Leg io n .
The band consists of several 
former members of Camper Van 
Beethoven.
Ken Kaplan, general manager 
at campus radio station KCPR 
said, “Of the two bands spawned 
by Camper Van Beethoven, I 
think the Monks are the better 
band. They’re high energy and 
their sound really fits with 
alternative college radio.”
Kaplan said he hasn’t seen 
the band live, but he expects a 
good show.
He added that, although the 
band is opening for another 
group. Miracle Legion, the 
Monks could easily headline the 
show, a sentiment echoed by 
Loco Ranchero owner Chris Pike.
“We’re calling it a double 
billing rather than saying there’s 
an opening act and a main 
attraction,” he said. “Both bands 
carry equal weight.”
KCPR Music Director John 
King said, “The Monks have kept 
the creativity of Camp>er and 
built on it. With the new record 
you get the feeling they Ux)k 
chances and d idn’t have
commercial success in mind.”
The monks said “forgery” lives 
up to its name and embraces the 
band’s influences shamelessly.
It also marks their return to 
instrumentals which, according 
to Baited Breath IVoductions, 
range from the delicately 
acoustic to wall-o-grunge.
Appearing with the Monks 
tonight is Miracle Legion, who 
will be performing for the first 
time in San Luis Obispo.
Sparsely populate'd but richly 
textured, the band has four 
m em bers and ju s t  "three 
instruments. The band has a 
sound that lightly blends ethnic 
flavors with American rock.
“Right now Miracle Legion is 
hitting really hard up north,” 
Pike said. “The singer has sort of 
a manic edge to his voice, but 
they’re not hard core. I’d call it 
more modern rock.”
Todd Kleffman, associate 
editor at New Times, said he 
thinks “DRENCHED,” the band’s 
la te s t album , d isp lays a 
departure for the band.
“The band has been criticized 
in the past for sounding too 
much like REM,” he said, “and I 
think they’re moving away from 
that.
“They used to be more mellow 
and th is record is more 
aggressive.. On “DRENCHED,” 
there are some political lyrics 
and it seems to be a more mature 
album.“
The Monks o f Doom with 
Miracle Legion is a 21 and over 
show. Dtxyrs open at 8 p.m.
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11th annual Harbor Festival comes to Morro Bay
Two-day waterfront festival will feature seafood, music, water races and special exhibits
»
■;sÂ î;î
Hy Kli/abeth Magill
Staff Writer
SHERRY QURTLER/Mustang Dally
M o rro  Bay h o s ts  its 11th  A n n u a l H arb o r D ay F estiva l th is  w e e k e n d .
The 11th Annual Morro Bay 
Harbor Festival is the place to be 
for fun and excitement down by 
the waterfront this Saturday and 
Sunday.
Morro Bay will become a hub 
of maritime festivities showcas­
ing seaf(X)d, the commercial fish­
ing industry and the diversity of 
its marine life and coastal life­
styles.
The waterfront weekend 
draws approximately 30,000 
visitors from throughout the 
Central Coast, Southern and 
Northern California and the 
Central Valley.
Galen Ricard, executive direc­
tor of Morro Bay Harbor Fes- 
tivid, said the event “introduces 
the beauty of the Central Coast 
to those attending.”
“We hope to promote the com­
mercial and seafood industry 
that are such a vital part of 
Morro Bay,” she said.
The fishing industry was 
somewhat set back in December 
of 1988, when the central work­
ing pier -  the South-T pier -  
went up in flames, she said.
This year’s festival will show­
case the new South-T pier, which 
was rebuilt this last summer. An 
abundance of activities will occur 
on and around the pier, including 
a maritime heritage pavilion, 
hard-hat scuba diving expedi­
tions, a seafood education dis­
play showing common to extraor­
dinary fish in their natural 
habitat and cooks preparing deli­
cious seafood creations.
Other promising attractions 
are the Seafood Faire and Wine 
Thsting on the Waterfi-ont, which 
will provide a variety of seafood 
dishes and wine from across the 
county.
Restaurants and the Commer­
cial Fisherman’s Association will 
serve such catches from the sea 
as albacore, crab claws and 
oysters.
The wine tasting, sponsored 
by American Express, costs $7 
and includes a commemorative 
glass and six, one-ounce tasting 
tickets.
Along with food and wine, 
there are plenty of exciting at­
tractions.
The major crowd pleasers in­
clude: jazz, big band, country 
western, rock ’n’ roll specialty 
performances and a raft of har­
bor activities featuring special 
exhibits and bay tours, as well as 
a Yacht Club Bay Race, the Cal 
Poly Rowing Crew Intramural 
Regatta, kayakers and canoeists.
There’s also a Front Street 
Arts & Crafts Show and a com­
mercial fishermen’s and Coast 
Guard open house. The Coast 
Guard will be giving paid tours 
on the Californian, a re-creation 
of the first Coast Guard boat.
The Festival V olunteer
Program will be making sure all 
goes smoothly during the two- 
day festival. The program, a 
fundraiser for nonprofit or­
ganizations, boasts a crew of 500 
people working in 30-35 groups.
“This is a community event 
and it’s amazing the number of 
people who pour their energy 
into it,” Ricard said. She said 
there is an incentive to volun­
teer, as the proceeds from the 
weekend are shared with all who 
donated time.
Cal Poly’s Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity also is volunteering its 
services at the festival this year.
“They will be helping out at 
the fishermen’s boat display. 
Wonder Down Under (a camera 
filming underwater action dis­
play), Seafood Faire and other 
activities,” she said.
Despite the glum status of the 
economy, Ricard said promoters 
are not afraid for the festival’s 
success. “The situation of the 
economy hasn’t affected us in 
terms of numbers of exhibitors,” 
she said. “It probably won’t affect 
visitors as we go to great lengths 
to keep things inexpensive.”
Tickets for the Morro Bay 
Harbor Festival are $2 for adults 
and $1 for seniors I students. 
Children under 12 are admitted 
free.
Finding out how our football team does this weekend
shouldn’t be a “Sports Challenge.”
Complete coverage of Cal Poly sports at the beginning of your week.
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San Luis Obispo sings the blues
Billy Boy Arnold and Luther Tucker play the Vets Hall
£T /, 79 92 s á á o m s m m
By CarLssa Wreden
Staff Writer
The San Luis Obispo Blues 
Society will fill the SLO Veterans 
Hall Saturday, Oct. 3, with 
Chicago style blues from Billy 
Boy Arnold and Luther Tucker.
The show will be the first of 
eight shows in this year’s season 
for the SLO Blues Society, a non­
profit organization formed in 
1979.
Flyers for the 8 p.m. show 
promise a night filled with 
powerful em otional tunes 
reminiscent of the “Golden Age 
of Blues.”
Headliners Arnold and Tucker 
both trace their musical roots to 
the Chicago blues scene.
Arnold, who was bom in 
Chicago, in 1935, has been a 
blues musician for the last 30 
years. As a youngster, he sold 
Chicago’s only black newspaper, 
“The Defender.”
With the money he made from 
the paper, Arnold bought Sonny 
Boy (John Lee) Williamson al­
bums. With those albums and a 
Sears harmonica, he taught him­
self to play Williamson’s tunes.
By the time he was 12-years- 
old, Arnold had already hooked 
up with his idol, staying by his 
side until Williamson’s death in 
1948.
A rn o ld ’s h a rm o n ic a  
p lay in g  w as  
in flu en ced  
by th o s e  he p layed  
w ith , m en  like  J u n io r  
W ells and  L ittle  
W alter.
album on the Cool label.
Stylistically, Arnold’s har­
monica playing was influenced 
by those he played with, men 
like Junior Wells and Little Wal­
ter.
Throughout the 1950s and 
’60s, Arnold played with many 
other great Chicago blues men. 
To date, Arnold’s greatest
At 17, he recorded his first 
popularity is in Europe.
Sharing the spotlight with Ar­
nold is blues guitarist Luther
K snvn i c iN m s
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Rockies with U.S.
Tucker, who also has his roots in 
Chicago blues.
His guitar style is billed as 
“hard-line Chicago postwar 
blues.” Tucker has recorded his 
West side sound with household 
blues names like Muddy Waters, 
James Cotton and Otis Rush.
A veteran performer. Tucker 
has toured around the globe.
Warming up the stage for 
these two seasoned blues 
musicians will be Mark Hummel 
and the Soul Survivors. Hummel 
and his band hail from San Fran­
cisco and have been touring ex­
tensively for the last 12 years.
Hummel is an outstanding 
talent on harmonica and has 
earned sponsorship from the 
Honor Harmonica company. Ac­
cording to promotional materials, 
“His suitcase of harmonicas will 
unpack your wildest inhibitions.” 
In addition to opening things up, 
Hummel and his band will put 
their talents to use backing up 
Tucker and Arnold.
Tickets for Billy Boy Arnold 
and Luther Tucker are $10 for 
Blues Society members and $14 
for non-members.
KCPR T O M O  ALBUMS
week ending 9/27/92
1. Overwhelming Colorfast
"Overwhelming Colorfast"
2. Singles Soundtrack
3. Sugar
"Copper Blue"
4. Mary's Danish 
"American Stemdard"
5. Throwing Muses 
"Red Heaven"
6. Sonic Youth 
"Dirty"
7. Brand New Heavies
"Heavy Rhyme Experience- Vol. I'
8. James Brown 
"Ix)ve Power Peace "
9. EPMD
"Business Never Personal" 
lO.Scaries
"Once Upon A Time "
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Big news... but not big enough
A first in the world of 
California art will take place 
Oct. 3, in Lompoc when 15 
professional a rtis ts  work 
together to create a giant 
mural showing the Chumash 
Indians and their famous 
canoe-making techniques.
The project, called Mural- 
In-A-Day, will be begin at 9 
a.m., in Ryon Park, with all of 
the artists working simul­
taneously in an effort to com­
plete the mural by 4:30 p.m. 
Singers, dancers and other 
entertainers will perform while 
the mural is being created.
The mural will be dedicated 
to the late Juanita Centeno 
who devoted the later part of 
her life to preserving the 
memory of her Chumash 
people.
Lola Montez and Her 
Spanish Dancers will perform 
at the Marian Performing Arts 
Center at Allan Hancock Col­
lege on Saturday, Oct. 3.
The cultural event will fea­
ture traditional forms of 
Hispanic music, songs and 
dancing, including flamenco 
and folk dancing from Mexico 
and South America performed 
in native costumes.
Tickets are $8 in advance, 
$9 at the door and may be pur­
chased at the Performing Arts 
Box Office on the Allan Han­
cock College campus. For tick­
e ts ,  c a ll 922-8313  or 
1-800-549-7272.
The Pacific Light Opera 
Theatre is holding open audi-,
tions for the musical produc­
tion of “Scrooge.” The produc­
tion is lighthearted and finds 
Scrooge singing and dancing.
Parts are op>en for all ages 
and types, including eight 
children. Those auditioning 
should be ready to sing a 
prepared song and learn a 
short dance sequence.
Auditions will be held on 
Oct. 5-6, at the Eagle Theatre 
in Arroyo Grande from 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. For more informa­
tion, call 481-4384 or 773-2882.
The San Luis Obispo Little 
Theatre will be holding audi­
tions Oct. 5-6, for the produc­
tion of the comedy “Lones- 
tar/Laundry & Bourbon.” Three 
men and three women in their 
early to mid-thirties are 
needed. Director Eric Harrison 
describes the production as “a 
comedy about life and relation­
ships.”
Harrison may be contacted 
for more inf^ormation at 
543-6653 or 543-3737.
“As Long As the Cuckoo 
Sings!” -  a musical drama 
about the life of Danish author 
Hans Christian Andersen, is 
now playing at the New Ter­
race Theatre in Solvang until 
Oct. 10.
The play depicts Andersen’s 
life from age 6 to 62. Andersen 
is famous for such magical 
stories as “The Ugly Duckling,”
“The Emperor’s New Clothes,” 
“The Littlest Mermaid” and 
“The Tinderbox.”
For ticket and show infor­
mation, call (805) 688-7859.
Access Theatre Company, a 
professional theater company 
that breaks down barriers for 
the physically disabled, will 
open Cal Poly Arts’ 1992-93 
Centerstage Series with its 
production of “Listen for 
Wings”
The performance will take 
place Friday, Oct. 2, at 8 p.m., 
in the Cal Poly Theatre.
The comedy is inspired by 
one of the Santa Barbara 
theater’s own actresses, Billie 
Burke Perkins, a deaf senior 
citizen with a unique perspec­
tive on life.
To assist hearing and visual­
ly impaired patrons, the 
theater company will provide 
assistive listening devices and 
audio description services for 
its performance.For more infor­
mation, call 682-8184.
The First “Country In The 
City” Festival will be held Oct. 
3 and 4, in Golden Gate Park, 
San Francisco. Gates open at 
10 a.m. for the two-day festival 
and will feature many of 
today’s hottest country stars, 
including Billy Ray Cyrus and 
Asleep At The Wheel.
T ickets are  ava ilab le  
through Bass Ticket Masters. 
Prices are $20 for the two-day 
package, $12 per day and 
children 6 and under are free.
CALENDAR
tiuirsday, O c to b e r  1
□ Midnight Rider performs at 
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. 
for a $2 cover.
□ The Bar Sharks play at Mr. 
Rick’s at 9 p.m.
□ Loco Rancherò presents 
The Monks of Doom with 
Miracle Legion at 8 p.m.
□ Guy Budd plays the blues at 
E arthling Bookshop at 8 
p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s
Sushi at 9 p.m.
presents Bad
01 friday, O c to b e r  2
□ A Western Front and Go 
Down Moses play at TA.’s 
Cantina on College Night at 9 
p.m. No cover charge with stu­
dent ID.
□ SLO Brewing Co. presents 
Underground Roots Syndicate 
at 9:30 p.m. for a $3 cover.
□ ‘Just Plain’ Jon plays easy 
folk music at Linnaea’s Cafe 
at 8 p.m.
□ Saginaw Rick and Scott Tbo 
play at Earthling Bookshop 
at 8 p.m.
Saturday, October 3
□ T.A.’s Cantina presents 
KZOZ Kazi Night featuring 
Mahem and special guests at 9 
p.m.
□ Sinister Fesche at SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$2 cover.
□ Up In The Air performs man­
dala music music at Linnaea’s 
Cafe at 8 p.m.
Sunday, October 4
□ Agent Orange and Kissing 
God play at Loco Ranchero 
at 8 p.m.
□ Bad Sushi and Detroit Power 
play at Mr. Rick’s beginning 
at 4 p.m.
□ Local poet and professor Jim 
Cushing and poet Robert 
Peters will be reading their 
work at E arthling Bookshop 
at 3 p.m.
monday, October 5
□ T.A.’s Cantina presents 
Blue Monday, an open jam ses­
sion at 9 p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s presents Open 
Mic Night at 8 p.m.
tuesday, O c to b e r  6
□ TA.’s Cantina presents 
acoustic music with T.A.’s Un­
plugged at 9 p.m.
□ Linnaea’s Cafe presents 
the alternative sounds of 
Loomings at 8 p.m.
□ Mike and John play acoustic 
music at Mr. Rick’s.
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FARMER’S
From page 1 
money.”
Sanford said the BIA had 
complained about excessive litter 
from people throwing her litera­
ture on the ground.
“The people don’t throw down 
my literature,” she said. “I only 
give it to people who want it.”
An informal street inspection 
last Thursday night found plates 
of clean-picked bones and paper 
plates.
“It’s trash from everywhere,” 
said Sam McMillan, who coor­
dinates Farmer’s Market trash 
cleanup for Friendship Main­
tenance.
But Duval said other costs are 
involved, including a $2,000 fee 
increase from the city for police 
b arricad es. “Some people 
thought the increase was only for
trash, but it’s for other things as 
well,” she said.
TTie political overtones of the 
dispute seem to clash with the 
BIA’s s ta ted  purpose for 
Farmer’s Market.
A BIA spokesperson said that 
the market was started to 
promote shopping in downtown 
San Luis Obispo.
Councilman Jerry Reiss, who 
voted for the rate hike, said that 
the BIA and Farmer’s Market 
weren’t meant to be a ground for 
political activity.
“Without the effort of the BIA, 
they would have no forum,” he 
said.
Peg Pinard, who cast a no vote 
along with Roalman, disagreed 
with the idea that the BIA is free 
to do as it pleases. “The BIA 
didn’t pay for those streets,” she 
said.
Sanford said she cannot afford 
to send in another order for but­
tons while in doubt about future 
donations. “I make $12 a night in 
donations,” she said. “The new 
fee will take almost all of that.”
The long-term effect on the 
participation of non-profit tables 
at Farmers Market is still to be 
determined. Councilman Roal­
man offered a different perspec­
tive.
“The BIA doesn’t like the 
proliferation of information 
tables, and this is a way of cur­
tailing it,” he said.
Senate could amend 
for tax-free scholarship
Piggyback bill exempting tariffs includes 
tax-free student travel, room and board
WASHINGTON (AP) — Come 
elections or high deficits, mem­
bers of Congress are going to use 
the tax law to help a constituent 
or push a p>et project.
So, the latest tax bill helps 
shoemakers in Maine, loggers in 
Oregon and the thoroughbred in­
dustry in Kentucky.
Not all the amendments tack­
ed onto the bill are so narrow. 
One would ease the financial 
burdens of the dying; one would 
allow military officers more tax- 
free combat pay.
Another would allow students 
to avoid tax on the portion of 
their scholarships that pays for 
room, board and travel.
The amendments are worth­
less unless the catchall bill to 
which they are attached becomes 
law. A committee of senior tax 
writers will try Thursday to 
write a compromise between the 
$19.6 billion bill passed by the 
House and the $36.6 billion 
Senate version.
A central issue is a section of 
the Senate bill that would pay 
for some tax reductions and 
spending programs by making 
permanent a temporary tax in­
crease on the well-to-do.
President Bush has promised 
a veto if the increase stays. That 
means negotiators will have to 
pare some tax breaks or find 
some other inoffensive revenue 
source if the bill is to become 
law.
Because tax bills are seldom 
subject to amendment on the 
House floor, most of the 
provisions were added in the 
Senate.
All are subject to being 
dumped in the search for a com­
promise. They include:
—Excluding from taxable in­
come the portion of scholarships 
spent for travel, room and board.
Tuition already is tax-free.
The Internal Revenue Service 
has found evidence of con­
siderable cheating.
The idea of such a tax “is just 
unconscionable,” said the amend­
ment’s sponsor. Sen. Trent Lott, 
R-Miss.
—Halting the withholding of 
taxes from gambling winnings 
under $5,000. The threshold al­
ready is $5,000 for state lotteries
but $1,000 for all other gambling 
— including parimutuel betting 
on horses in Kentucky. Sen. 
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., the spon­
sor, said racing means income of 
$5 billion a year for Kentucky.
—^Allowing a terminally ill 
person to sign over a life in­
surance policy to a business and 
pay no tax on the cash he 
receives, which could be used for 
medical and final expenses.
The sponsor. Sen. Pete 
Domenici, R-N.M., said one of 
the leaders in this business is 
Living Benefits, Inc., based in Al­
buquerque.
—Revising tariffs on certain 
imported shoes. Sen. George 
Mitchell, D-Maine, said some 
shoe manufacturers in his state 
may be forced to move because of 
low-price competition from the 
Caribbean.
—Repealing the “user fee” of 
up to $100 a year for thousands 
of recreational boats. That fee, 
said Sen. Ernest Hollings, D- 
S.C., is a “thinly disguised tax ... 
(and) just one more gimmick that 
the administration has used to 
raise revenues while pretending 
that it is not levying new taxes.”
—Exempting from the heavy- 
truck tax certain heavy trucks 
used for mixing explosive chemi­
cals for mining.
Only 30 percent of their miles 
are driven on highways, said 
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah.
—Establishing a center for 
the study of Western Hemisphere 
trade. This amendment was of­
fered by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D- 
Texas. Where would the trade 
center be located? Texas.
—Allowing people to rent 
their private homes for 14 or 
fewer days a year to provide 
housing for a community event.
The rule would apply when 
commercial facilities cannot 
provide more than half the rooms 
needed for the event. Senators 
Thad Cochran, R-Miss., and 
Tbrry Sanford, D-N.C., wrote the 
amendment to help their states’ 
big “furniture fairs.” The tem­
porary landlords would be 
prohibited from price-gouging.
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1 DAY ONLY Sunday, Oct.4 from 7-11 am
Buy 1 Bacon & Egg Sandwich 
and get the second one
F R E E
S.L.O.'s Best hangover cure... 
served with the best salsa in town
950 California B lvd. 
S an  L uis O bispo
541-3488 BRING A FRIND
GOOD
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BEGINS
HERE.
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2 FOR 1 ENROLLMENT
CaU or stop by for details TQDASn
STEP REEBOK KNEEDSPEED SLIDE AEROBICS 
COMPLETE CARDIO CENTER
FITNESS MACHINES FREE WEIGHTS
FREE BABYSITTING & PERSONAL TRAINING
G  A J E R O B IC  S T U D I O
A IccnMC o( Gotcfi Gym Enteo'itct inc
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RAND Graduate School 
(RGS, Santa Monica)
Ph.D, in Public Policy
An RGS Admissions conduct student interviews on 
campus on Monday, October 12th with Career Ser­
vices at 756-2501. Pre-requisite is a minimum of a 
Masters Degree (any field) by Fall 1992. RAND is an 
Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
IMPERIAL CHINA
Cantonese & Szechuan Cuisine 
Dim Sum every Saturday 
andSunday
Open 7 Days 11:30am - 10:00pm 
Catering available 544-1668 543-1818 
667 C March St. (next to Wells Fargo), SLO, CA 93401
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A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE 
Built on Brotherhood 
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WANTS YOU!
TUESDAY-
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY-
SATURDAY-
HYPNOTIST & SPAGHETTI DINNER 
TRAP SHOOTING & TRI TIP BBQ 
T.G. WITH AOII SORORITY 
SORORITY V-BALL TOURNY &
BIG RIB BBQ
SUNDAY- SMOKER, SEMI FORMAL 
MONDAY- INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT
BE A PART OF (XJR 44lh YEAR 
OF EXCELU'J^CE AT CAL POLY...
ALL EVENTS AT IHE HOUSE 
244 CALIEORNIA BLVD.
OR CAI.L 543-9618
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Poly’s parking problems remain
No grace time for tickets, but more 
space due to decreased enrollment
By Craig Abernathy
Staff Writer____________
Parking on campus without a 
permit during the first week of 
classes is not as safe as you 
might think. Parking Ad­
ministrator Cindy Campbell said 
Cal Pbly has no “grace periods” 
for ticketing.
“There is a wide misconcep­
tion that there is a one-week
grace period for parking," 
Campbell said.
This quarter, there may be 
fewer classes, but there are more 
parking spaces.
At least that’s what Parking 
Supervisor Donna Jordan says.
“Because there aren’t as many 
students, we do have more park­
ing,” she said.
Jordan added that it’s difficult 
to determine what the parking
situation is going to look like 
after only one week of school.
A survey is planned for next 
Tuesday, W ednesday and 
Thursday to help determine if 
there are any potential parking 
problems, parking administrator 
Cindy Campbell said.
Cal Poly’s Parking Section is 
made up of Cindy Campbell, 
Donna Jordan, Parking Enforce­
ment Officers Amanda Brodie, 
Suzi Goodwin and Lana Fleming. 
A number of students also assist 
in issuing parking tickets, 
Campbell said.
Feinstein wants w om en’s rights
Democratic candidate is running for equality in Senate
SACRAMENTO (AP) — 
Women flock around Dianne 
Feinstein at campaign appearan­
ces to tell her how important it is 
that she give them another voice 
in the U.S. Senate.
The former San Francisco 
mayor, who will speak at Cal 
Poly at 3 p.m. Saturday, has 
made gender and abortion rights 
the key issues of her low-profile 
campaign against Republican 
John Seymour. It has paid off so 
far with steady, comfortable 
double-digit leads for Feinstein 
in all pre-election polls.
Her pitch to voters is not 
based on her experience as a 
mayor or as a candidate who was 
nearly elected governor. Rather, 
it is based on her gender and her 
belief that more than two of the 
100 U.S. Senators should be 
women.
“Two percent may be OK for 
milk, but it isn’t OK for the U.S. 
Senate,” Feinstein said.
“Despite the fact that we are a 
majority, our rights are eroding,” 
she tells women supporters, 
citing Congress’ inaction in over­
turning new U.S. Supreme Court 
limits on abortion rights.
The daughter of a prominent 
physician whose three husbands 
have been an attorney, a surgeon 
and a wealthy investment 
banker, Feinstein has been part 
of California’s financial and so­
cial elite since childhood.
Despite the image of a 
privileged life, an elegant 
wardrobe and her somewhat chil­
ly, formal personal manner, the 
59-year-old Feinstein also has a 
charismatic quality that creates
excitement at campaign ap­
pearances and has won her en­
thusiastic support from all 
economic and social classes.
F e in ste in ’s charism a is 
bolstered by her two decades in 
public office and such events as 
her dramatic 1978 news con­
ference, in a bloodstained suit, to 
announce the assassinations of 
supervisor Harvey Milk and 
Mayor George Moscone.
Her image as a political star 
was reinforced by being a finalist 
for the Democratic nomination 
for vice president in 1984. Now it 
is being further boosted by the 
possibility that she and Barbara 
Boxer can both win and make 
California the first state to send 
two women to the Senate.
As a result, Feinstein has 
most of the advantages usually 
enjoyed by incumbents — higher 
name recognition, a tested politi­
cal organization and contributor 
base, and a dominating lead in 
the polls — while Seymour, the 
appointed incumbent, is strug­
gling with low name recognition 
and even less voter awareness of 
his record.
One reason is that Feinstein 
never stopped campaigning after 
losing the 1990 governor’s race to 
then Sen. Pete Wilson by a 3.5 
percent margin. She kept her 
campaign headquarters open, 
her staff intact, and shifted 
sights to the 1992 Senate race.
With two seats open — a six- 
year term succeeding the retiring 
Sen. Alan Cranston and a special 
election for the final two years 
for the seat Wilson resigned — 
Feinstein chose the less desirable
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Danger Signals of 
Pinched Nerves:
1. Headaches, Dizziness, B lurred 
Vision
2. heck Pain, T igh t Muscles, Spasms
3. Shoulder Pain, Pain Down Arms, 
Numbness in Hands
4. Pain Between Shoulders, D ifficu lt 
Breathing, Adom inal Pains
5. Lower Back Pain. H ip Pain, Pain 
Down Legs
Why f  REE? Thousands of area residents have spine related prob­
lems which usually respond to chiropractic care.
This is our way of encouraging you to find out if you have a problem 
that could be helped by chiropractic care. It is also our way of 
acquainting you with our staff and facilities.
Examination includes a minimum of 10 standard tests for evaluating 
the spine and a contour analysis photo as shown above.
While we are accepting new patients, no one need feel any obliga-
San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center
V Dr. Mark R. Steed, D.C.
Chiropractor
547 Marsh St., San Luis Obispo
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two-year term in an attempt to 
avoid a crowded primary.
The strategy succeeded, since 
only state Controller Gray Davis 
ch a lle n g e d  h e r  fo r th e  
Democratic nomination. He 
waged a well financed but inept 
campaign that fell 728,000 votes, 
or 25 percent, short of Feinstein.
In the general election, as in 
the primary, Feinstein has 
waged a cautious, low-key cam­
paign. Most of her emphasis has 
Ijeen on fund-raising  for 
television ad time, with relative­
ly few public speeches and few 
controversial or specific stands.
Like Seymour, Feinstein is a 
moderate. But there are some 
differences. For instance, she 
wants to cut defense spending by 
$135 billion over five years, 
Sejrmour by $50 billion.
She has largely ignored 
Seymour’s demands that she 
make full disclosure of her 1990 
campaign finances, which are the 
subject of a suit by the state Fair 
Political Practices Commission. 
The suit alleges she did not 
properly disclose the source of 
$8.5 million in contributions and 
loans to her gubematorial cam­
paign.
She campaigns on what she 
calls a “women’s agenda,” led by 
abortion rights, and including 
unpaid family leave, more 
research and treatment of dis­
eases affecting women, better en­
forcement of child support or­
ders, employer-supported child 
care and tougher laws against 
sexual harassment.
"A few years ago 
there used to he 
couches in the library 
and these couches 
could be squooshed 
together. Well, the 
fifth floor is the 
darkest, and one 
night, a security guard 
caught two people 
going at it. I guess it 
was the excitement of 
doing it with lots of 
people there."
Sharon Andcrsi'in
Library Billing Coordinator
See Story on Pace 
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Massey cited his 30-year ex­
perience in owning and manag­
ing businesses in the county.
“I don’t want to see San Luis 
Obispo be a one-generation city,” 
he said. “I want to make it easier 
for small businesses to start,”
Reiss said he has has 24 years 
invested in local business. “I 
know what it’s like to run a busi­
ness in good emd bad times. I 
don’t believe my opponents have 
that kind of experience,” he said.
Rappa told the audience she 
had turned a $30,000 real estate 
investment into $1.5 million.
This precluded the least har­
monious note of the afternoon, as 
Pinard responded tha t she 
“didn’t know telling everybody 
our net worth was the order of 
the day.”
The candidates seemed to 
agree that a friendlier business 
climate was necessary to keep 
businesses in town, or to attract 
new ones.
Reiss said, “As we look at 
eight consecutive quarters of less 
sales-tax revenue, we haven’t 
gained (that) reputation.”
In looking to the future job 
market, Pinard suggested at­
tracting avant-garde industries 
to the area. “We don’t exist in 
isolation,” she said.
About 75 percent of The Vil­
lage’s residents attended the 
forum, Taggart said, which 
evoked mixed reactions to the 
candidate debate.
“I’m pleased with the relative­
ly frank way the candidates 
responded to the situation,” said 
resident Sig Englander.
Dorothy Werling said that a 
forum of this type was limited, in 
that the candidates could only 
speak generally about topics. 
But, she said, “I think maybe we 
need a good businessperson for 
mayor.”
Massey offered perhaps the 
most ideologically defined plat­
form of the four candidates. He 
exhibited a sheet of paper listing
37 positions on somewhat con­
troversial topics. “Do you believe 
laws are administered more 
harshly to pro-life protestors 
than to gay and lesbian protes­
tors?” one question read. “ Yes,” 
read the answer.
Massey ended the forum by 
saying he would be tight-fisted 
with money if elected.
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T H E  D I R E C T O R ’ S C U T
THE ORIGINAL CUT 
OF THE
FUTURISTIC ADVENTURE
STARTS FRIDAY 
Late Show i Frl. 6  Sat.
ASI Films presents...
October 1?, October 31, & ÄOTenjber 14
ElGDrral
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Dally
R e s id e n ts  of T h e  V illa g e  w a tch  as  th e  c a n d id a te s  d e b a te  T u esd ay
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Taco'e M uesli À
daily
Chumash Auditorium 7:30/9:45pm
Plus a chance to
WIN
the Lethal Weapon
videocassette 
with special thanks to
This may also be used 
asa$z-couponoff 
any regular priced ®  or cassette 
at your local SLO wherehouse.
Not valid with any other offer. 
Offer good until ion 15 /1993
K flT H '5  (0MIH6 O f f  I  O ft
Gel a Free Drink with this Ad
1017 MONTEREY ST. • 541-8659
Fast Contacts for 6LO People
offering sarr>e day replacentent on most soft and 
gas permiaole contact lenses
Optometrie Sorviccf of San Luis Obispo
David A. Schultz, O .D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
778 Marsh Street, SLO 543-5200
ALPHA EPSILON PI
U N S U R P A S S E D  B R O T H E R H O O D
S IN C E  1913
• Come see what Integrity and Fun are all 
about
• Thurs: Tri-Tip at the house
• New house located at 286 California Blvd. 
next to Campus Bottle
SAE
S i g m a  A l p h a  E p s i l o n
• Largest National Fraternity
• IFC Sports Champions
• Chapter Achievement Award
Recipient
• Iron Clad Brotherhood
F o r  r i d e s  a n d
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CAPTAIN RON (PG13)
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HARRISON FORD IS
B ijx u c  n u n n c n
T H E  D I R E C T O R ' S  C U T
THE ORIGINAL CUT OF THE FUTURISTIC ADVENTURE
JERRY PERENCHIO ««BUD YORKIN PRESENT 
A MICHAEL DEELEY- RIDLEY SCOTT »couoo.
SIM«««. HARRISON FORD
K BLADE RUNNER v<~ RUTGER HAUER SEAN YOUNG EDWARD JAMES OLMOS 
»«iwATB» HAMPTON FANCHER •**> DAVID PEOPLES f>ta/TM »<««1» BRIAN KELLY HAMPTON FANCHER V«LWH trrECTS BY DOUGLAS TRUMBULL 
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T H E  P A L M  1
p m i¡
O ctober Special: 
PepperoniP/us
LARGE 16" Pizza 
Pepperoni Plus Xtra Cheese
only $ 0 9 9
Gastronomic 
Orgasm... 
Woodstock’s 
Does It Best
Titillate your Taste Buds...
«■ Bakery-fresh Whole Wheat or White Crust 
O' Thick, Zesty Sauce 
O' Mounds of Mozzarella 
o- Mountainous Toppings
Satisfy your Needs!
O’ Pum pin*H appy Hours
1/2 Price Drinks 8-11pm Mon-Wed 
o- Exciting Lunches:
All-you-can-eat $3?? + tax 1 lam-3pm Mon-Fri 
O' Beer Garden E xtravaganzas  
O' Good-time Atm osphere—WILDemess Party Room 
o  K iller Monthly Specials an d  Group Discounts
Hot Quality, Cool Price!
Flyin’ FREE Delive 
G o o ^ ^ m e
1000 H iguera St.
S u n - T h u r  
1 la m - la m  
F r i -S a t :
1 la m -2 a m
-4420
I S  LARGE 16"1  z .  z .
1-topping Pizza 
$899
lOOO H iguera  St. 541-4420
Not good With oCh«r otM ooupoo p«r pi22a.
I  cowan________ L *2  — — .
11»  LARGE 16" or i 
Medium 12"Pizza!
$2.00 OFF I
lOOO H ig u e r a  S t. 5 4 1 -4 4 2 0  i
N o t  g o o d  w ith  o th a r  ofTara; o n «  c o u p o n  p e r p iz z a ; *  N o« g o < ^
Two
1 4  T h u r s d a y , Oc t o b e r  1, 1992 M u s t a n g  D a ily
only
lOOO H ig u e ra  S t.
with other offar.; ana coupon par
541-4420
LIBRARY TALES
From  page 1
“I thought, God, Tm an hour 
early and hundreds of people 
are waiting outside moaning 
"Where is she?” she said.
LIBRARY TERRORISTS.
A number of pranks have 
been played on library workers 
ranging from a man dropping a 
whole bag of glass marbles 
from the fifth floor stairs to an 
entire WOW group marching 
into the library, each carrying 
a Coke in their right hand. No 
food or drink is allowed in 
library.
Some pieople have gone to 
extremes to bring food into the 
library.
MORE LIBRARY TER- 
RORISTS.
“One T h an k sg iv in g ,” 
Andreson remembers, “some 
club had an entire banquet in 
one of the library study rooms 
— turkey and everything. They 
each snuck in one item.”
Gordon said, “Of course, 
from time to time someone will 
order a pizza from Domino’s 
with six Cokes and try to get it 
delivered inside the library.”
TRESPASSING VAGRANTS 
AND EXPLODING WIN­
DOWS.
“There was a homeless per­
son living in here for a while, 
sleeping on the couches during 
the day and stashing his stuff 
in the R eserve Room,” 
Andreson said.
The library has no air con­
ditioning and when the
weather gets hot enough people 
used to “pass out left and 
right.” Gordon said. Once, on a 
particularly hot day, a window 
on the second floor “just ex­
ploded,” Andreson said. “No 
one threw anything through it, 
it just burst and shattered.”
BOOK LOVERS.
“The football team used to 
come in every week and every 
week one of them would slip a 
library book into one of the 
ether’s backpacks, causing the 
alarm to sound eis he tried to 
leave,” Gordon said. “This 
would lead to hysterical laugh­
ing and, sometimes, fistfights 
outside the libraiy.”
Other people just run out of 
the library with stolen books 
and are chased down, forfeit 
the books and run for the hills.
According to /mdreson and 
Gordon, the madneSs doesn’t 
end there. Books have been 
returned as many as nine years 
late by mail after lawsuits wei e 
threatened.
People have returned bcxjks 
soaking wet and claimed their 
dog chewed on them.
People sometimes call the 
library asking to page another 
student.
“Now why a library where 
people come to study and read 
would have a paging system is 
beyond me, “ Gordon said, “but 
nine or 10 times a year we get 
calls asking to page Mr. So- 
and-so.”
Top 5 Rejected 
Mustang Daily Mottos
Mustang Daily
So thick and chunky you can eat it with a fork ; 
Mustang Daily 
If you see Elvis  ^come see us
Mustang Daily
First person that finds the daily libelous statement gets a
free toaster
Mustang Daily
Under 17 will not be permitted to read without being 
accompanied by a parent or guardian. 
Mustang Daily
All the news thafs fit to fU in an eight-page tabloid
M ustang Daily
The Mother of All College Newspapers
WE HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S 
URGEST SELECTION OF 
MOUNTAIN ft ROAD BIKES!
N IS H IK I
BRIDGESTONE
SC H W IN N
Medium 12"i 
1-topping Pizza! 
$1199 I
CYCLERY
kestrel
SPECIALIIED
' A/tf Our e o t ( ^ t t i to r s  coupons!
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September 12th,1992
KSHH/ IKGo/lKSo.' 
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PUT ME
m w . '
1 WSH I  WAS cao.' 
I  HATtW AU-.'
I  HATt EVERtnoHS ■ '
9-
JM¿
V^UEKEVER I HEAR- ABOUT 
PEOPLE TO
RE0\SCOMER "me XWLP 
W\THIH; I WAMT TO SCREAM
CiassifieD
Cam pus Clubs
Interested in getting your 
HAM radio license?
Come join the
Cal Poly
Amateur Radio Club
Meeting tonight at 7:30 
Building 20 Room 128 
Call 546-9369 for info
**AMA **
ICEBREAKER
FRIDAY--OCT 2 
3PM AT CUESTA PARK 
FREE BBO AND BEVERAGES
*SAM WEEK*
Pres«nts MAYOR RON DUNIN today
also tonlte 7-9 PIZZA FEED 
OWoodsiocks JOIN us 
Mtgs 11am Thurs Bid 8-123
CAHPERD
MEETING
TH 10-1 11am ROOM 219 IN P.E. 
BLDG. ALL P.E./REC/NTR. MAJORS 
AND ANYONE CURIOUS IS VVELCOME
CHI EPSILON 
PIZZA FEED! BE THERE!
RM 13-110 O 7:30P THURS 10/1
CPASS
Cal Poly Arls Student Support 
into mtg oct 5 6pm UU Gallerie 
Help promote arts on campus!
ROLLER HOCKEY
All Puckers artd wanna be 
puckers come to Flippos In 
Morro Bay Sun Oct 4 at 9:30 to 
see if you've got what It takes 
to skate for the Mustangs
SENVE
Society of Environmental Engrs 
1 St Meeting All Interested 
Should Plan on Atterxling Tues. 
October 6th 6;30pm in 13-118
SME
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGRS 
COME SEE WHAT WE RE ALL ABOUT! 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME 
BLDG 36-106 THURS « 11 am
WHEELMEN
FIRST MTG OCT 7 7PM
BLDG 52 E27
SAT ROAD RIDES 9AM MOTT GYM 
WOMEN WELCOME
Announcem ents
ASI
CAMPUS STANDING COMMITTEE 
APPOINTMENTS 
GET INVOLVED IN YOUR ASI! 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
UU217-A
ASI
STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
APP'S NOW AVAILABLE UU 217A 
DUE 10/15 LOOKING FOR 
FRIENDLY MOTIVATED STUDENTS 
AIXAJNIX EXP. A PLUS X1291
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
-or Trade Credit! New comics 
every Friday - New games weekly! 
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS 
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
Announcem ents
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED 
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR 
USED CD'S,TAPES & VIDEO GAMES 
LOWEST PRICES & HIGHEST TRADES 
783 MARSH SLO 544-0686
CRAFT CENTER CLASSES OPEN NOW 
SIGN UP FOR CERAMICS. STAINED 
GLASS. PHOTOGRAPHY. BIKE REPAIR. 
JEWELRY BOXES
GET
INVOLVED
Join the University Union 
Advisory Board
Contact Carmen #756-1281 UU212
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY 
AT 11:00 AM.
PROFESSIONAL MATH TUTORING FOR 
classes.ELM.CBESI ,NTE 541-2886
RECYCLE 
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG 
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE. 
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY 
UNION. FISHER SCIENCE. 
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY
Greek News
IK  SENDS THE BEST OF LUCK TO 
ALL IFC FRATERNITIES DURING 
THIS FALL RUSH!
Greek News 
OA0 FALL RUSH
WED 9/30 BBO &HOUSE TOURS WITH 
IK  6:00 O HOUSE 
FRI 10/2 CASINO NIGHT W/ 
HOSTESSES 8:000 «DA HOUSE-INVITE 
SAT 10/13 OPEN HOUSE LUNCH & 
SWIMMING 11AM «  HOUSE-INVITE 
FOR INFO OR RIDES CALL 
LEE 544-3298 OR JASON 549-8628
4>IK THANKS ZTA FOR DINNER AND 
SWAGGING. WE HAD A BLAST!
KZ RUSH
410 N Chorro 541-KSIG 
M 9/28 7:30 Lasagna Sarxl.Plant 
T 9/29 7:30 Open house 
Th 10/1 3:30 BBQ & V-Ba« w/AOn 
Theatre Lawn 
F 10/2 Parly w /IK  7:30
AXA
THUR SMOKER/HYPNOTIST & SLIDES
7 PM-FACULTY DINING ROOM 
SAT: CASUAL NIGHT
5 PM-1617 SANTA ROSA (HOUSE)
RUSH Id)E
FRI 7:00 DANCIN' IN THE SAND 
PORT SAN LUIS
MON SIG EP SMOKER INVITE ONLY
W anted
2 TOAD TICKETS
FOR 10/3. CALL MATT:756-3686
PORTUGUESE TUTOR FOR ADOPTED 
BRAZILIAN 12 YR OLD 927-5007
Services
R U S H O K H ^
7PM TONIGHT: 
SLIDE SHOW
at the house:1439 Phillips Ln. 
call for rfdes/info 543-9652 
Chicken BBQ Tonwrrow Night « 6  
Sports Day« Cuesta Park Sat«  12
B0n
Fall Rush
■153 Years of Tradition’
Thurs Oct 1-Tri-Tip BBQ
Beta House-7pm 
Sat Oct 3-BBQ with Gamma Phi
Beta House-12 noon 
Sun Oct 4-Smoker-Invite Only 
Bela House-1252 FootNII Blvd 
Any ?-Pat O'Leary 543-0471
lA E  RUSH
Thurs.OctI Slideshow w/rOB 
7:30 pm «  The lA E  House 
Semi-Formal 
416 Hathway
(Across From Campus Bottle)
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
CALL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
(805) 646-4867
TUTORING: ALL LEVELS OF MATH. 
CHEM, BIO. ELM/MAPE PREP.
9 YRS EXP. MICHAEL 773-3342
Word Processing
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-0321 
ALL TYPING & WORD PROCESSING 
FAST & ACCURATE MON-SAT 10-5
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
6 YRS EXP CALL KAREN 544-2692
Opporturiltles
•CAUTION: Make no Investments before 
investigating advertisements in 
Opportunities which require 
investments in stock sarrples, 
equipment or cash bonds
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries. 
Earn $600+/week in canneries or 
$4,000^/mortth on fishing boafs.
Free lrana)ortatlon! Room & Board! 
Mala or Female. For employment 
program call 206-545-4155 ext.A6005
College Students. Help yourself 
& your country. Earn SIOO«^  
dollars per day. Write: 
United-MC 2863 Lewis Dr. Lompoc 
CA 93436
ZX
DELTA CHI RUSH
WED BBQ THEATRE LAWN 4-7PM 
SAT D-CHI WAR AT HOUSE 12-4PM 
SUN SPORTS AT HOUSE 12PM 
MON ALUM RECEPTION 185 STENNER 
6PM 4 MORE 5490930 730 BOYSON
1236 MONTE VISTA CT ABOVE AGR 
Fight Night 10/1 House 7:30 
Sports BBQ 10/3 SR Park Noon 
Smoker 10/5 VETS HALL
I K  WELCOMES 
THE AWESOME 
ALPHA GAMMAS!
Girls Get Ready For A Great 
Year Ahead!
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL
$ 1 0 0 0
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation No cost 
You also gel a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO
|ust lor calli 
1-800-932-0528
mg
65
Z N
DELTA UPSILON 
A FALL RUSH Y
Th 10/1 Lasagna 6pm Snack Bar 
F 10/2 AY Rushes Golf Tourney 
S 10/3 Sober Sloshball w //TA 
Teach School at 12r>oon 
Su 10/4 Smoker - Invite Only 
For Rides or Tourney Info 
Call 544-9842 or 545-7947
RUSH
THURS OCT 1ST 
SLIDE SHOW
0  SANDWICH PLANT 6:30
Theta Chi
Hot Wings arxl House Tours 
6 to 8:30 pm at the House 
call 543-9784 for rides
PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
GAIN MARKETING .SALE S.CUSTOMER 
SERVICE.PRODUCTION.ACCOUNTING, 
& HUMAN RELATIONS EXPERIENCE 
FROM THE LARGEST CORPORATION 
IN THE INDUSTRY WITH THE 
LONGEST PROVEN TRACK RECORD 
WE GUARANTEE $2500 IN COMPEN­
SATION WITH VAST OPPORTUNITY 
FOR MORE.CALL STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING (FORMERLY STUDENT 
PAINTERS) 
1-800-394-6000
LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
a
Employment
Hears! Castle is now accepting 
applications for the position 
of Guide Trainee. Hourly wage 
is $8.81 to $10.35. Emoloyees 
must be available weekends, 
holidays, arxl summers. 
/Vpplicants should have the 
ability to speak etlectlvefy 
before large groups. The 
California Department of Parks 
is an EOE/AA employer. 
Informalion workshop will be 
held October 7,1992, In the 
Student Placement Center. To 
attend, please call 805-927-2020 
after 10:00am for an 
appointment. Application 
deadline is October 19, 1992.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERSHIPS 
Positions limited. Gain val. 
exp. managing 6-8 employees, 
customers, and suppliers. Avg. 
earnings 6-16,000+. Call 
"University Painting Pros" 
Info/appl. Can 800-525-5877.
For Sale
Ergorx>m drafting chair & drafting 
table. Excellent coixUtion.
Must sell. BOTH $250 927-1357
FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT CHEAP! 
WE'VE GOT ALL YOU NEED TO SET 
UP HOUSE! GOODWILL WAREHOUSE 
OUTLET 870 INDUSTRIAL WY 
M-SAT 10-4 RETAIL STORE 
712 MARSH 7 DAYS A WEEK.
Futon Qn. $100
Exit cond Fnshd Frame 542-0893
MAC PLUS w/ TWO 20 hd's Imagewrfter 
II w/sheel feeder.AII $1000 927-1357
STUN GUNS STOP TROUBLE. Protect 
yourself with legal, 80,000 - 
150,000 volt stun guns. 528-5018.
Mopeds & Cycles
86 ENDURO TT 350 St Legal Tœpd 
Tire,helmet 1300060 544-4067
Automobiles
85VW SCIROCCO, SILVER 5-SPD AC 
SNRF ALL PWR ALPINE EQUIP/EQUL 
63K, IMAC $5500/011.541-3766
PttA 9 I
89 FORD ESCORT 2DR MANUAL 
TRANS LIKE NEW $3350 547-0123
Roommates
LARGE ROOM AVAILABLE NOW IN 
LUXURY CONDO 350+1/3 UTILITIES 
WASHER.DRYER.DSHWSHR.HOT TUB 
NEAT,NON-SMOKER ONLY 543-9091
Rental Housing
RENT TO OWN MOBLE HOME 
NEW ROOF & SOUTHWEST INTERIOR 
22K-20%DN-$365 36 PER MO 5YRS 
CALL 481-5449 OR 481-7359
Homes for Sale
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
01 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO.CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E
1/
i
( '
U J ’ M
1  did, IcoD/idered go/n^  foCollejein florid^ . 
Hey, but +Ke^  I  wouldn't Kave the opportunity 
to be /nowed in, in of all place;, the Phfia
buildinq.M me, Some perpetual motor) 
geekf and an electroitat’c generator. 
With onV ® candy fY>ach/ne and no/ 
calling card for recreat/on.
hether you’re on-campus or off, even if you’re 
studying abroad, the AT&T Calling Caal helps 
you keep in touch.
It’s the least expensive way to call state-to-state on 
AT&T, when you can’t dial direct. With the new AT&T
l/Otf (4ilHt^ €'uni
«4« um JiisS u 'u>■
MN»>nM««W «««I
SSfiJSJ #U ÍK»0 > >
Get your Calling Caal now and you’ll get your first call 
free** You’ll also liecome a member of AT&T Student 
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that stiv’es 
students time and money
So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Caal can do an
Call and Save Plan, you’ll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Caal incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for
calls* And once you have your caal, you’ll never need to apply for another, the theory of relataity.
To get an AIKT Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
' WSÌ IH IVa^  till ihnu M ’> numhr lir ikuils *• VuII nxnvi .•>» >MIHI I » t ttnhiaii-*>«|uojlini M* «4 cani«* dmxt duW »«M't m omm.
■tight imi iMs Uini lililí« l^ x^l «•> nk-y i-fk\\tw 6 H '».* Vw imiU gii n*fi i* h'lUT rnimm^ ikpi-inlm* mt »Uiv «r *hiit uti all OlVt lmtiii>il tmir tiTlihali pT Minkiu
AT&T
